
I 
LEGALISM 

Intro. Said basis of sane is get out from under Mosaic 
law~ Point up today diff bet law and legalism. Today 
anything restrictive is legalism. If don't like someone's 
doctrine eall him culticj practice, legalism. 
To~clarify, think of 4 terms. 

·I •. >(Qode 
'A. Def. Any system of principles or rules--Webster. 
B. In OT •. 613 such rules in Mosaic. 

See also Abr who had code~ Gen 2q: ·5. 
See also Adam, Gen 2:15-11--positi~e and negative. 

C. In NT. . . . 
X announced one in Sermon on Ml. Many.details in it. 
Risen X announed one thru apostles~ Called law. 
Perfect law of liberty, Jas 1:25; ~oyal law, Jas 2:8; 

1lRW of Spirit of life, Rom 8:2; law of X, Gal 6:2. 
1OO 1s of commands in it." (Even Mill. will have law). 

Thus the code is the objective standard •. In itself 
good .(Rom 7:12). May be diff an~ f~r ~iff times and peopl4 
but in itself eve71Y code is a rev:6~ mind of God. 
All right .to use any one of :them (Mosaic,·Mt) in this way, 

II. Motive 
A. Under law-·-have to obey in order · to be blessed. 

Proof: Ex: 19:5-6. 
·Illus: Sabbath came at,. end of w~ek of ob~dient work. 

B. Under grace--Have been bless~d, now pb~y • 
• Proof: Eph 5:tB; 4:1. Order of P's epistles. 
Illus: Lord's day 1st for blessing; then work. 

Code is the what; motive is the why. 

III. Power •. 
. A. Under·law •. God and HS.but not universal nor 

·. permanently guaranteed. Jn 14:17. 
B. Under grace. Godhead.indwelling all and.always. 

Phil 4:13~ Gal· 5:16ff~ 
Code, what; motive, why; power, how. 

IV. Legalism 
A. Def. Fleshly attitude of conforming to a code 

for the purpose of exalting self. 
Note: code is same, unchanged, obejctive standard. 
Motive is to exalt self not X. 
Power is flesh not Spirit. . 
Results might be same as real sanct for a while. 
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